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MICHAEL LEWYN

Since 2004, I have taught a seminar on legal issues related to suburban sprawl – first at Southern Illinois University College of Law in Carbondale, Illinois, and more recently at Florida Coastal School of Law in Jacksonville, Florida. The purpose of the seminar is to inform the students about legal rules that encourage sprawl, and to discuss whether and how those rules should be altered.

At Southern Illinois, I focused on the traditional legal skills of reading and writing. My students read cases, statutes, and policy-related scholarship, and wrote a midterm exam and a research paper on what they had learned.

I. FIELD TRIPS

I suspected that many of my students had experienced little but sprawl; some had lived all their lives in suburbia, and Florida Coastal, unlike Southern Illinois, is located in a suburban office park. I had no need to show them what suburbia looks like.
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2. Because I am joining the Touro faculty in Fall 2011, I have not yet had a chance to teach the sprawl seminar at Touro.
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However, I did not think they could understand sprawl until they had seen an alternative to sprawl, and thus had a chance to reflect on what made “non-sprawl” neighborhoods different from the environment around Florida Coastal.

To solve this problem, I always take my classes on field trips to two of Jacksonville’s more walkable neighborhoods, San Marco and Riverside. The first trip is to San Marco. San Marco is on a city bus route going to the school, so I give the students a chance to sample the city’s bus system by riding with me to San Marco. This bus trip also gives students a chance to view the 1950s suburbs between San Marco and the school, and think about how those suburbs compare with San Marco.

In San Marco, we walk through the neighborhood, as I point out the respects in which it is different from most Jacksonville neighborhoods. I begin on the neighborhood’s main commercial street, San Marco Boulevard. As we walk on this street, I point out two major differences between San Marco and the commercial streets near Florida Coastal. First, the shops are in front of the sidewalk rather than being set back behind yards of parking, thus making it more comfortable for pedestrians to walk to stores. Second, San Marco Boulevard is much narrower than
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most Jacksonville-area commercial streets. San Marco has four lanes, while Jacksonville’s suburban arterials can be as many as ten lanes wide. As a result, pedestrians can cross San Marco more easily and safely than other Jacksonville streets.

Then we walk through the residential section of San Marco. While suburban streets separate residences from each other and from shops through a maze of cul-de-sacs, San Marco’s system is more grid-like, allowing pedestrians to walk from one residence to another without having to go out of their way to a commercial street.

A few weeks later, we tour Riverside, another of Jacksonville’s more walkable neighborhoods. I do not lead the Riverside tour; a friend and longtime Riverside resident does so, focusing on the neighborhood’s history as well as its walkable design.

In addition, we have occasionally toured other Jacksonville neighborhoods. One year we had a staffer from the city’s planning department guide us through downtown, showing how downtown redevelopment has occasionally succeeded and occasionally failed. We also did one tour of Tapestry Park, an attempt to create a San Marco-like walkable neighborhood in one set back behind parking lots, pedestrians in danger because drivers “busy looking for spots or avoiding cars backing out, making pedestrians vulnerable”).
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12. See Lewyn, supra note 11, at 849 (wider streets take more time to cross, increase the amount of time a pedestrian is exposed to traffic, and encourage faster traffic).

of Jacksonville’s least walkable suburban areas.14 Students visited Tapestry Park only after visiting older walkable neighborhoods, so they were able to see not only how Tapestry Park seeks to imitate those neighborhoods, but how it falls short. For example, as one student pointed out, the project’s retail development was limited to restaurants and hotels as opposed to more practical day-to-day shops such as supermarkets and drug stores. As a result, most Tapestry Park residents would have to drive to other neighborhoods to meet their daily needs for food and sundries.

II. GUEST LECTURERS

Because Jacksonville is a larger city with more resources than Carbondale, I was able to obtain guest speakers to a much greater extent than at Southern Illinois.15 I found guest speakers to be especially useful in this course for three reasons. First, sprawl relates not just to law, but to other disciplines such as urban planning and engineering, so bringing in experts from those disciplines would enhance student learning. Second, because I did not practice land use law, I decided that planners and land use attorneys might be able to bring a “real world” perspective to zoning and development issues that I might otherwise miss in my classroom discussions. Third, because I am not from Jacksonville or Florida, I found that sometimes a guest speaker would add an interesting “local angle” that I could not. Each year that I taught the course, my focus was slightly different.

In the first year that I taught the sprawl seminar at Florida Coastal, I sought out local experts to elaborate on our classroom discussions. For example, after we discussed new urbanism (a city planning movement that seeks to accommodate pedestrians


15. I did have one speaker at Southern Illinois, an employee of the city’s planning department. His speech was more of an overview of zoning than a discussion of sprawl-related issues.
as well as automobiles),

Doris Goldstein, an attorney who represents new urbanist developers, spoke to my class about new urbanism.

After we discussed street design, I hosted Michael Wallwork, a traffic engineer who specialized in redesigning streets to make them more pedestrian-friendly.

Rather than try the patience of my original speakers by asking them to visit my class regularly, I decided to bring in new speakers every year. In my second and third years at Florida Coastal, I focused more on making students familiar with urban planning in Jacksonville and in Florida. For example, I brought in an alumna of Florida Coastal (and of my first urban sprawl course there in 2006) to discuss her current position at an urban planning firm, and numerous speakers on Florida’s land use planning system.

In the fall of 2010, the Florida electorate voted on (and rejected) Amendment 4, a state constitutional amendment that would have required voters to approve all changes to local comprehensive plans. I focused two weeks of the course on Amendment 4, bringing in one supporter and one opponent of the proposal. In addition, I tried to put the discussion of Amendment 4 in context by bringing in experts on local and statewide planning, hosting a local land use attorney and the head of the
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Jacksonville planning department (as well as a representative of the local transit agency).

III. SO WHAT?

My sense is that my use of trips and speakers has made my sprawl seminar more interesting and more successful. Students remark in course evaluation forms that they appreciate both – especially the tours, which are a sharper break from traditional teaching methods than the guest speakers. Of course, the proof of the pudding is in student papers. Are they better than they would be otherwise? I would like to think so – though, of course, a controlled experiment is impossible.

21. For example, my Fall 2010 evaluations contained the following comments: “I really enjoyed going on our trips to see the concepts we were talking about in class in real life”; “[The professor] used the Internet, used field trips, and brought in guest speakers to break up the monotony that can sometimes dominate class time”; and “I enjoyed the mix of lecture, guest speakers, and neighborhood tours to better grasp the issues.”